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Abstract--The framework for a set theoretic approach to the symmetry analysis of hexadecahedrane is 
discussed. 
A set theoretic formalism which incorporates sets of symmetry elements i proposed. This formalism 
relates the contributions of the local symmetry point sets (LPS) of the methine and dimethine units to 
the molecular symmetry point set (MPS) of hexadecahedrane. These contributions are through the 
intermediate contributions of the local symmetry point sets of the trimethine-methine/dimethine and the 
triquinacylene/peristylylene unit pairs. 
The contributions of the LPS to the MPS, determine the contributions of the local symmetry point 
groups (LPG) of the constituent units to the molecular symmetry point group (MPG). 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to provide a framework for the accounting of molecular coordinate 
symmetry and structure in terms of the coordinate symmetry contributions of the constituent units 
and unit structures. This accounting in turn, affords an understanding of molecular coordinate 
symmetry and structure. The approach adopted illustrates the concept of symmetry as defined by 
"the relation of the parts to the whole" and as applied to molecular structure and coordinate 
symmetry, specifically in terms of: 
1. The relation of unit and combinations of unit structures to the molecular 
structure. 
2. The relation of the coordinate symmetry of unit and combinations of unit 
structures to the coordinate symmetry of the molecular structure. 
Since the language used for the accounting of molecular coordinate symmetry is set theoretic in 
nature rather than group theoretic which is the conventional language of symmetry, certain terms 
must be defined, other terms redefined and the definition of still other terms extended. This is 
necessary in order to provide the framework within which this accounting is formalized. 
Furthermore, the parallel development between the proposed set theoretic formalism used for the 
accounting of the molecular coordinate symmetry and the corresponding group theoretical results 
will be emphasized. 
This set theoretic approach for the accounting of molecular coordinate symmetry is specifically 
applied to the hexadecahedrane molecule (C2sH20. Although hexadecahedrane has not yet been 
synthesized, the molecule is of theoretical interest, being the seventh member of the polyhedrane 
family (C4,H4n; n = 1-15). Each succeeding member past dodecahedrane (C:0H20) is constituted of 
the 12 cyclopentylene units of the dodecahedrane molecule and two additional cyclohexylene units. 
The hexadecahedrane molecule belongs to the tetrahedral (Td) symmetry point group and has the 
highest degree of complexity relative to structurally simpler molecules uch as methane (CH4) 
tetrahedrane (C4H4), octahedrane or the truncated tetrahedrane (ChilI2) and adamantane (Ct0Ht6) 
which also belong to the same symmetry point group. 
tDedictated to Grace W. Davis. 
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SYMMETRY ELEMENTS AND SYMMETRY OPERATIONS 
Symmetry elements (axes, planes) have been conventionally used by several authors [1-20] 
for: 
1. The classification and identification of symmetry point groups. 
2. The identification of the symmetry of the equilibrium nuclear configuration of 
molecules within the Cartesian coordinate system to which symmetry point groups 
are assigned and referred to as the molecular coordinate symmetry. 
It is interesting to note, that the elements of symmetry point groups are not symmetry elements, 
but are instead, symmetry operations which define symmetry point groups by satisfying the four 
criteria of mathematical groups. 
The multiplicity of a symmetry element represents he number of times it must be successively 
applied in order to generate all the symmetry operations of its own kind, which may or may 
not constitute all the symmetry operations of the point group [21]. Thercfor¢, the successive 
applications of a symmetry element yields the corresponding symmetry operations. 
Furthermore, the interchangeable use between symmetry elements and symmetry operations 
which arc inextricably related has lead to some ambiguity. In view of the above, a distinction seems 
to be appropriate. This distinction can be further emphasized by incorporating symmetry elements 
in well defined sets, while the corresponding symmetry operations are the elements of the 
well-defined symmetry point groups. 
SOME SET THEORETIC CONCEPTS 
Cantor (1845--1918) established and developed the theory of sets, which through the generality 
of its concepts has deeply influenced mathematics. He defined a set as "a collection into a whole, 
of definite, well distinguished objects (called the elements of the set) of Our perception or of our 
thought" [22]. 
A set or collection of elements, also contains smaller sets known as subsets. A set "s" is a 
subset of a set "S" denoted by s c_ S, if every element "a" of "s" is also an element of "S", 
i.e. a e s, implies a ~ S. 
Having defined a set and its subset, the two fundamental set theoretic operations [23] which are 
applicable to sets are considered. 
I. The operation of intersection of sets 
The result of the intersection of "n" sets, is the set of those elements which are common to every 
set, according to 
(a,b,c) n (a ,b ,d )n(a ,b ,e )n  . . . . . .  n (a ,b ,z )=S~ NS2NS3N . . . . . .  ns~=(a ,b)=S,  (1) 
where 
(i) a,b,c~Sl;  a,b,d~S:;  a,b, eES3; a,b,z~S,;  
(ii) a, b ~ SL, S~, $3 . . . .  , S~; a, b ~ S, 
(iii) the symbol n denotes the operation of intersection. 
2. The operation of the union of sets 
The result of the union of "n" sets, is the set of all elements of all the sets, according to 
(a, b, c) O (a, b, d) U (a, b, e) O . . . . . .  O (a, b, z) = 
Sl LJ $2 U $3 O . . . . . .  U Sb =(a,b,c,d,e, .  . 2 )= S, 
where 
(i) a,b,c,d,e . . . .  zeS ;  
(ii) the symbol O denotes the operation of union. 
(2) 
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The operations of intersection and union, obey the following laws of algebra: 
Commutation. 
S, O S2 = S2 O S, 
SI U S2 = S2 U SI. 
Association. 
Inclusion. 
(s, n s=) n s3 = s, n (s, n s3) 
(s, u s9 u s~ = s, u (s~ u s,). 
if and only if S~ is included in $2 
if and only if $2 is included in S~. 
Nullification. 
if $2 = ~ the empty set 
Distribution. 
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(3a) 
(3b) 
Si n $2 = St, (3c) 
S, U S== S~ 
s, n s~ = O (3d) 
S, U $2 = S,. 
s, n (& u &) = (s, n s9  u (s, n s3) 
s, u (s~ n s3) = (s, u s9  n (s, u s3). (3e) 
These concepts will be incorporated into the framework and in the construction of the set 
theoretic formalism used for the accounting of the molecular coordinate symmetry. 
SYMMETRY POINT SETS AND GENERATOR SETS 
The symmetry point set (PS) associated with a given symmetry point group (PG) was previously 
defined [24] as the minimum set of symmetry element(s) (axes, planes), derived from all or any one 
of its subsets which are the generator sets (S,). The generator set, contains a single symmetry 
element of each kind of symmetry elements of the symmetry point set. The relationship between 
the symmetry point set and the constituent generator sets for the non-cubic symmetry point groups 
was previously discussed [24]. 
The symmetry point set PS(Td) and any one of the 36 generator sets S~(Td), for the cubic 
tetrahedral symmetry point group PG(Td), to which the hexadecahedrane molecule belongs, are 
shown in Fig. 1. The importance of the generator sets [24] resides in their contents which consist 
of the uniqueness of the symmetry elements as well as their operational nature. The symmetry 
elements of the generator set Ss(Td ) could be labelled as the primary generating element (axis of 
highest order, i.e. the diagonally situated three-fold axis of proper rotation) and the auxilliary 
symmetry elements (two-fold axis and dihedral plane), one of which could be further labelled as 
the secondary generating element (two-fold axis). The information stored within the generator sets 
can be used for the construction of the symmetry point set. 
The construction of the symmetry point set PS(Td) 
This set can be obtained from the following: 
1. All the generator sets. Since the PS (minimum set) is the set of symmetry elements of all 
the generator sets [24], the set theoretic oncept of the union of sets as applied to generator sets, 
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Fig. 1. The symmetry point set and generator set for the tetrahedral symmetry point group within the 
Cartesian coordinate system: PS(Td) = (3C~, 4C~, 6aa); Sg(Td) = (Ct~, C~, ad). 
can be used according to 
Sg~(Td) U Sg2(Td ) LI Sg3(Td ) U . . .  LI Sg~,(Td) =PS(C3~), t3 PS(C3~)2 U
PS(C3~)3 O PS(C3~), U aS(D2) = (3C~, 4C~, 6ud) = PS(Td), (4) 
where 
(i) SgL_36(Td ) represent each of the 36 generator sets with their constituent symmetry 
elements. 
(ii) PS(C3~)~_~, PS(D2) are the sets of symmetry elements resulting from the 
decomposition of the generator sets into subsets, each containing a single 
symmetry element and their reorganization using the law of association. The 
symmetry elements of PS(C3~) are the three-fold axis with three intersecting 
planes and are located throughout quadrants I-IV. The symmetry elements of 
PS(D2) are the two-fold axes which coincide with the Cartesian coordinate axes 
(Fig. 1). 
(iii) PS(Td) represents he comprehensive set of all the symmetry elements resulting 
from the union of all the subsets, which are the generator sets or the reorganized 
sets which are the symmetry point subsets. 
2. Any  generator set. In this instance, any one of the 36 generator sets can be used and expanded 
into the symmetry point set, through the sequential operational effect of the constituent symmetry 
elements upon each other. The operational effect of an n-fold axis of proper rotation which 
generates "n" n-fold operations of rotation, while still preserving its identity as a syrmnetry element 
(n-fold axis) is defined by 
I I n C~(CD C~(n e °) - C,, = = - C~(n e'°6°°/n), (5) 
where 
(i) the symbol ~ above the n-fold axis indicates its operational nature. 
(ii) C~ represents the n-fold axis after generating the "n" n-fold operations of 
rotation. 
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(iii) (C~)" represents he "n" n-fold operations of rotation. 
(iv) n e i° also represents he "n" successive operations of rotation as dictated by the 
multiplicity "n" of the n-fold axis. 
(v) 0 represents he angle of a single rotation and is dependent on the multiplicity 
"n" of the n-fold axis, according to 0 = 360°/n. 
The operational effect of an n-fold axis of proper otation is used in the expansion of the generator 
set into the larger symmetry point set through the generation of all the symmetry elements. This 
expansion, can be undertaken i two consecutive sequences of steps. 
(a) The operational effect of the primary generating element which reproduces the auxilliary 
symmetry elements in a number of distinguishable positions, dictated by the multiplicity of the 
former element, according to 
@---i. 
(Cl Cl O'd)  = ((3e'°2°°))C~-, C~dt,, (3 e/(120°))O'd) = I l (C2(x ,y ,z ) ,  C3di l  , 3aa = (PS(D2), PS(C3v)I) t 2z,  3di I , 
where 
(6) 
(i) PS(C3Jt represents he symmetry point set located in quadrant I, containing a
three-fold axis and three intersecting planes. 
(ii) PS(D2) represents he symmetry point set containing the three two-fold axes. 
(b) The operational effect of the secondary generating symmetry elements, members of the 
symmetry point set PS(D2), which reproduce the symmetry elements of the symmetry point set 
PS(C3v)~ in a number of distinguishable positions in quadrants III, II and IV, respectively and 
according to 
(PS(D2), PS(Gv) , )  = (ca~,,  cL, PS(Goh)) 
I l (C2(~,y), C2~, ((2e~lS°°))PS(C3JJ) 
1 l = (C2(x,y)) , C2z, PS(C3v)3 " PS(C3v)l) 
(C lz ,  PS(C3v)3 ' l l = C2x , (C2y, PS(C,v) l ) )  
@.--+ 
= (C lz ,  PS(Cav)3 , C~x, Cl2y, PS(C , J= ,  PS(C , , ) , )  
@-..+ 
= (C~,,, PS(C, J3, C~,, PS(C,J2, (C~,, PS(C,J,)) 
(el, PS(C3v)3 ' I ----- C2y , PS(C3v)2, C / ,  PS(C3v)4 , PS(C3v),) 
= (c'~,,~,,), vs (c , J , _ , )  
= (PS(D2), PS(C,~),4) 
= (C~(,,~,,), C~d,,4, 6aa 
= (3C, ~, 4C,3,6ad) 
= PS(Td). (7) 
Equation (6) represents he expansion of the generator set into the set containing two subsets 
of the symmetry point set. Equation (7) represents the further expansion of the set of the 
above subsets into the symmetry point set PS(Td) which is the set of the five subsets PS(D2) and 
PS(C3v)I_4. 
The symmetry point sets PS(D2) and PS(C3v) as well as any one of the generator sets Sg(D2) and 
Sg(C3J for the symmetry point groups PG(D2) and PG(C3~ ) are shown in Figs 2 and 3. 
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\ 
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Fig. 2. The symmetry point set and generator set for the D 2 symmetry point group within the Cartesian 
coordinate system: _ z PS(Dx) - (C2,, Cz,, C[,); S.(D2) = (C~, C~ or C2Z,). 
The construction of the symmetry point set PS(C3v) 
This set can similarly be constructed from the following: 
1. All the generator sets. The union of  all three generator sets yields the symmetry point set 
PS(C3J according to 
Sgi(C3v ) U Sg2(C3v ) U Sg2(C3v ) = (C~, ov, ) U (C~, o'v2 ) O (C~, O'v3 ) = (C~, 30"v) = PS(C3~). (8) 
2. Any generator set. In this case, any one of  the three generator sets can be expanded into the 
symmetry point set through the operational effect o f  the generating element (three-fold axis o f  
/ \ 
\ 
\\ / 
Fig. 3. The symm©try point set and generator set for the C~ symmetry point group ~thin the Cartesian 
coordinate system: PS(C3,) = (C~, 3¢r,); Ss(C3,) = (C~, aJ. 
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proper rotation) upon the auxilliary element (vertical plane) according to 
(Cs, a,,) = (C~, (3 e't'2°°)av,) = (C~, av2, a,~, ao,) = (C~, 3a,) = PS(Csv). (9) 
Equations (8) and (9) represent the construction of the symmetry point set PS(C3,) a subset of the 
symmetry point set PS(Td) from all or any one of the generator sets Sg(C3~). The constructions of 
the symmetry point sets PS(Td) and PS(C3~) from all or any one of the respective generator sets 
Sg(Td) and Ss(C3v ) form the basis for the construction of the set theoretic formalisms relating the 
local symmetry point sets to the molecular symmetry point set for the accounting of the molecular 
coordinate symmetry. 
MOLECULAR AND LOCAL SYMMETRY POINT  SETS  
The symmetry point set of a molecule is defined as the molecular symmetry point set (MPS), 
while the symmetry point set of a unit (atom, group of atoms) or of a combination of units is 
defined as the local symmetry point set (LPS). 
The orthogonal projection of the molecular skeletal system of hexadecahedrane within the 
tetrahedral symmetry point set PS(Td) (Fig. 4) shows the MPS as well as the LPS of the constituent 
units. 
2 
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11 
Fig. 4. The orthogonal projection of the hexadecahedrane sk leton within the symmetry point set PS(Td). 
(Solid and dashed lines represent the C-C bonds above and below the horizontal xy-plane.) 
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INTERSECTION OF LPS (INTERSECTION SETS) 
The fact that a unit in a molecule has a given symmetry described and defined by the LPS does 
not necessarily imply that the symmetry of the unit is in its entirety or in parts, part of the molecular 
symmetry described and defined by the MPS. In other words, the local symmetry point set or its 
subset(s) may or may not be subsets of the molecular symmetry point set. This depends upon 
whether or not, the symmetry dement(s) of the LPS pass through the center of mass of the 
molecule. 
On the other hand, the intersection (intersection sets, i.e. sets of shared symmetry element(s)) 
of the local symmetry point sets of diametrically or diagonally situated units in a molecule are 
always subsets [24, 25] of the molecular symmetry point set since the shared symmetry element(s) 
pass through the center of mass of the molecule. 
INTERCHANGE SETS 
The symmetry element of any interchange set passes through the center of mass of the molecule, 
unit or combination of units irrespective of the presence or abscence of an atom at the center of 
mass. The interchange set is a subset of the MPS. 
The operational effect of the symmetry element of the interchange set is responsible for the 
equivalent interchanges of: 
1. The partially or totally shared symmetry dement(s) of the intersection sets of the LPS of 
diametrically or diagonally situated units or combinations of units. 
2. The units or combinations of units contributing to the intersection sets via the correspond- 
ing local symmetry point sets. 
SYMMETRY POINT SETS AND SYMMETRY POINT GROUPS 
Symmetry operations which constitute and define symmetry point groups satisfy the four criteria 
of mathematical groups: 
I. Closure. The combination of two symmetry operations yields a unique result, which is another 
symmetry operation. 
2. Associativity. The result of the combination of two symmetry operations with a third 
operation is the same as the combination of a symmetry operation with the result of the 
combination of the remaining two symmetry operations. 
3. Reciprocality. Every symmetry operation has a reciprocal or inverse operation. 
4. Identity. The combination of every symmetry operation with its inverse yields a unique result 
which is the identity operation. 
The symmetry point group or collection of symmetry operations, also contains maller groups 
known as subgroups. The symmetry operations of subgroups also satisfy the above criteria. 
Symmetry operations, dements of the symmetry point group and its subgroups, are: 
1. Obtained through the applications and combinations of applications of the symmetry 
elements (axes, planes) of the symmetry point set or its subsets. 
2. Represented by the defining relations [16], whereby each term is taken individually or in 
combinations with other terms. These relations are constructed from the symmetry 
elements(s) of any generator set, a subset of the symmetry point set. 
The symmetry elements of the LPS and MPS, yield the symmetry operations of the correspond- 
ing LPG and MPG. The symmetry elements of the intersection and interchange sets yield the 
symmetry operations of the corresponding groups which are subgroups of the MPG. 
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APPLICATIONS OF SYMMETRY POINT SETS 
The determination of site, intersite and site-intersite symmetry point groups 
The use of symmetry point sets, i.e. LPS and the corresponding intersection sets, provide a 
method for the systematic determination not only of site (site-site), but also of intersite 
(intersite-intersite) and site-intersite symmetry point subgroups of the MPG. The concept of 
site symmetry point groups for a few selected molecular systems consisting of non-cyclic 
molecules with a central atom and a cyclic planar molecule without a central atom, as well as 
the uses of site symmetry point groups have been previously discussed [26-29]. However, the origin 
of these groups had not been mathematically formalized. Since the site symmetry point group 
(Gs~te) must be a subgroup [26-29] of the MPG, the LPS which may or may not be a subgroup 
cannot be used as the site symmetry point group in spite of the fact that it represents the 
symmetry operations corresponding to the set of symmetry elements (LPS) of a unit in a molecule 
at a given site. Hence, a distinction must be made between the local and the site symmetry 
point groups. 
On the other hand, the group of symmetry operations corresponding to the symmetry element(s) 
of the intersection set (a subset of the MPS) is always a subgroup of the MPG and represents in
addition to site (site-site), intersite (intersite-intersite) and site-intersite symmetry point subgroups. 
This was clearly seen for the planar and the non-planar conformations of the lower cycloalkanes 
[25]. The LPG of the constituent methylene units is an invariant of the molecular symmetry point 
group, while the site, intersite and site--intersite symmetry point groups are subgroups which vary 
with the MPG of the different conformations for a given cycloalkane. In some instances, the MPG 
is instead a subgroup of the LPG as exemplified by cyclohexane and cyclopentane in the half-boat 
and envelope, twist conformations. 
In view of the preceding, the definition of the site symmetry point group of a site in a molecule, 
expressed as "the group defined by the symmetry elements which pass through that site" [28, 29], 
must be expanded and formalized to include the following: 
1. Site (site-site) symmetry point group. The group of symmetry operations corresponding to
the symmetry element(s) of the intersection set of the LPS of adjacently, diametrically ordiagonally 
situated units. 
2. lntersite (intersite-intersite) symmetry point group. The group of symmetry operations 
corresponding to the symmetry element(s) of the intersection set of the LPS of diametrically or 
diagonally situated inter-units. 
3. Site-intersite symmetry point group. The group of symmetry operations corresponding to the 
symmetry element(s) of the intersection set of the LPS of diametrically ordiagonally situated units 
and inter-units. 
The construction of the MPS 
The LPS and MPS as well as the corresponding intersection and interchange s ts are important. 
This importance resides in the relation of the symmetry elements of units and combinations of 
units incorporated in sets (LPS) to the symmetry elements of the molecular structure also 
incorporated in a set (MPS) via the intersection and interchange sets through a set theoretic 
formalism. The contributions of the LPS to the MPS in turn determine the contributions of the 
LPG to the MPG. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MPS OF HEXADECAHEDRANE 
The hexadecahedrane molecule is constituted of a fused system of 12 cyclopentylene (--->CH--)5 
and four cyclohexylene (->-CH--)6 units, each unit in turn is constituted of methine (-->CH) and 
dimethine (-->CH--CH-~) units. The symmetry contributions of all the methine and dimethine 
units are determined through the symmetry contributions of larger units (constituted of methine 
and dimethine units) which completely form the molecular structure. 
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In order to determine these contributions, use is made of the information gathered in the 
construction of the symmetry point set PS(Td) and its subset PS(C3v) from all or any one of the 
respective generator sets Sg(Td) and Sg(C3v). 
1. The expansion of the generator set into the symmetry point set [equations (6), (7) and (9)] 
forms the basis for the selection of unit and combinations of unit structures which 
contribute to the molecular coordinate symmetry and structure through equivalent 
interchanges. 
2. The construction of the symmetry point set from the union of all the generator sets 
[equations (4) and (8)] forms the basis for the construction of the set theoretic formalism 
used for the accounting of the molecular coordinate symmetry in terms of the symmetry 
contributions of the selected unit and combination of unit structures. 
Therefore, the hexadecahedrane molecule can be visualized in terms of the four identical (A/B) 
unit pairs of diagonally situated A = triquinacylene HC(CH)3(HCCH)3 and B = heptacyclic peri- 
stylylene (HC(CH)3)3(HCCH)3 units. Each triquinacylene unit is constituted of a fused system of 
three cyclopentylene units. Each heptacyclic peristylylene unit is constituted of a fused system of 
a central cyclohexylene unit surrounded by six cyclopentylene units. The hexadecahedrane molecule 
and the four identical (A = triquinacylene/B = peristylylene) unit pairs are shown in Fig. 5. 
B 2 
&3 B 3 
A 4 
A 2 
B 1 &l 
~4 
Fig. 5. The hexadecahedrane molecule and the four identical (A = triquinacylene/B = peristylylene)l_4 unit 
pairs. 
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The orthogonal projection of the skeletal systems of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units 
within the symmetry point set PS(C3~) to which these units belong are shown in Figs 6 and 7, 
respectively. 
Each triquinacylene unit can also be visualized in terms of a central trimethine--methine unite 
and three peripheral dimethine units. Each peristylylene unit can be similarly visualized in terms 
of three diametrically situated trimethine--methine and dimethine units. 
The orthogonal projection of the skeletal system of the trimethine-methine unit within the 
symmetry point set PS(C3~) to which this unit belongs is shown in Fig, 8. 
In view of the preceding, the MPS of hex~decahedrane will be expressed in terms of the 
contributions of: 
(i) The LPS of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units; 
(ii) The LPS of the trimethine-methine and dimethine units; 
(iii) The LPS of the methine and dimethine units. 
The groups of symmetry operations corresponding to the MPS and LPS are the MPG and LPG 
of hexadecahedrane and the triquinacylene, peristylylene, trimethine-methine, dimethine, methine 
units shown in Table 1. 
Construction of the MPS from the LPS of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units 
Since the hexadecahedrane molecule can be inscribed in a cube, the sets of symmetry elements 
common to diagonally opposite triquinacylene/peristylylene unit pairs and the equivalent inter- 
changes of the symmetry elements of these sets as well as of the contributing unit pairs are 
/ 
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j 
/ 
Fig. 6. The orthogonal projection of the skeletal system of the triquinacylene unit within the symmetry 
point set PS(C3v). 
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Fig. 7. The orthogonal projection of the skeletal system of the peristylylene unit within the symmetry point 
set PS(Cjo), 
considered in the construction of the MPS. There are four identical (A/B) unit pairs and four 
resultant intersection sets (sets of shared symmetry elements) between the local symmetry point sets 
according to: 
(LPS)A,_4 N (LPS)B,.4 = (LPS)(A.n),~ = S i ,~ .  (10) 
Since the shared symmetry elements of the intersection sets pass through the center of mass of the 
molecule, the intersection sets are subsets of the MPS. The corresponding groups of symmetry 
operations constitute the molecular site-intersite symmetry point groups (Gmo~,l,, it~,t~t~) and are 
subgroups of the MPG. 
The symmetry elements of each pair of intersection sets as well as the contributing (A/B) unit 
pairs are equivalently interchanged into the symmetry elements of the remaining pair of intersection 
sets and their contributing (A/B) unit pairs through the operational effect of each of the three 
two-fold axes of proper otation which are the symmetry elements of the corresponding interchange 
sets 
(LeS)~A.n)l.2:i,,:l.4Si,~rch.(C2),:x:y = (LPS)(A-n)3,4:4,3:2,3, (LPS)(~-B~I.2:~.2:~.4. (11) 
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Fig. 8. The orthogonal projection of the skeletal system of the trimethine-methine unit within the 
symmetry point set PS(C~). 
The interchange sets are subsets of the MPS as the symmetry element of each set passes through 
the center of mass of the molecule. The corresponding roups of symmetry operations represent 
Table I. Local and molecular symmetry point groups 
Molecule LPG~mlt~ MPG 
Triquinacylene Peristylylene 
Ai-4 Bi-4 
Hexadecahedrane C~ C~ 
(C2sH~ or C~ C~ 
(8C(CHh)~(HCCH)~ C~ C~ Td 
(HC(CHhh(HCCH)~ C~ C~ 
Units LPGm~ L I~ LPG n 
Triquinacylene Trimethine--methine Dimethine 
(CioI'I~0) or 
(HC(CH) 3) (HCCH)3 C3v 
Peristylylene 
(CisHis) or 
c~ 
(HC(CH)3)3(HCCH)3 C~, 
c3o 
Units 
c~ 
c~ 
LPG~., 
c~ 
c~ 
c~ 
c~ 
Trimethine-methine Methine Methine 
(C4H4) or (central) (adjacent) 
¢3, 
(HC(CHh) C3o C3~ 
¢~ 
c~ 
LPG~c~o 
c~ 
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Table 2. Local, molecular, intersection and interchange symmetry point sets 
Intersection Interchange 
LPSAt 4 LPSBt 4 (Slating.) (Slug.rob.) MPS 
S(C3~) S(C3~) 8(C3~) 8(C2) ~ S(Td) = (3C~, 4C~, 6o~) 
s(c3,,) s(c30) s(c3o) s(cg~ sW9 
S(C3o) S(C3D S(C3J S(Cz)y 
s(c3~) s(c30) s(G~) 
LPS LPSA LPSa 
Trimetbinc--methine Dimethine 
S(C~.) S(C,) S(C~)a ffi (C~, 3~,) 
s(c3,,) s(c~) s(c,) s(c~) 
s(c~,) s(c,) 
s(c3~) s(c~) s(c,) 
s(c~) s( c~) s(c,) s(c~) s(c~), = (c~, 3o.) 
s(c3~) s(c~J s(c,) 
LPS LPStc~m) 
Methine Methine 
(central) (adjacent) 
s(c3J s(c,) 
S(C3v ) S(C3v ) S(Cs) S(C3) S(f3v ) = (C], 3fie) 
s(c~) s(c,) 
the molecular site--intersite interchange point groups (Gmot~..it~-intmit, interch.) which are subgroups of 
the MPG. The MPS is obtained by taking the union of all its subsets which are the intersection 
and corresponding interchange sets according to: 
MPS= {fi,=, [(LPS)A, N (LPS)s,] O ,}S,,~r~h.(C2):USi,te~h.(C2)xUSintereh.(C2)y (12) 
and since 
S~n~.(Cg, U S~o~.(Cg~ O S~n~.(CO~ (CD 0 (CL) U ' ' ' C,., C~y) = = (C2y) ffi (C l z ,  Sintereh.(D2) ( l  3) 
equation (7) reduces to 
or  
MPS = {J~ffi i [(LPS)A. N (LPS)B,] U ,tSi,~h.(Dz) (14a) 
MPS = {.=I~I (LPS)(A.m U ,}Si,tmh.(D2). (14b) 
Equations (14a, b) express the contributions of the LPS of the (A =triquinacylene/ 
B = peristylylene) unit pairs to the MPS of hexadecahedrane. The LPS and MPS as well as the 
intersection and interchange symmetry point sets are shown in Table 2. The resultant molecular 
site-intersite, site-intersite interchange as well as the MPG are shown in Table 3. 
Construction of the MPS from the LPS of the trimethine-methine and dimethine units 
In order to express the MPS in terms of the LPS of the trimethine-methine and dimethine units, 
the LPS of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units must be formalized. 
Table 3. Local site, local site interchange, local site-intersite, local site-intersite interchange and local symmetry point groups. 
Molecular site-intersite, molecular site--intersite interchange and molecular symmetry point groups 
Local site point group Local site interchange point group. Local symmetry point group 
Gk~,cal sit© Glocal lfle inlereh. LI~trimethia~mcthia¢ 
c~ c3 c3~ 
Local site-intersite point group Local sitv--intersite interchange point group Local symmetry point groups 
G~,,~l .it~.,~i~ G~.d .i~--i.tmlt¢ i.,tc,~. L I~ L[~i s 
c, c~ c~, c~ 
Molecular site-intersite point group Molecular site-intersite interchange point group Molecular symmetry point group 
C3~ D 2 Td 
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1. Construction of the LPS of the triquinacylene units from the LPS of the trimethine-methine 
and dimethine units. For each of the A = triquinacylene units, there are three intersection sets 
between the local symmetry point set of the central trimethine--methine unit and the LPS of each 
of the three peripheral dimethine units according to: 
(LPS)(triraethine_methine) p [7 (LPS)(dimethine)qt,2,3 = (LPS)<p_ ~qt. q2. q3)) = Sintersec." (15) 
Each of the intersection sets is a subset of the LPS of the triquinacylene unit. The corresponding 
groups of symmetry operations constitute the local site-intersite symmetry point groups (G~o~ 
site-intersite) which are subgroups of the LPG of the triquinacylene unit. 
The symmetry element of each of the three intersection sets as well as the contributing 
trimethine--methine, dimethine units are equivalently interchanged through the operational effect 
of each of the four three-fold axes of proper rotation, each an element of the corresponding 
interchange set according to: 
O----t. 
(LPS)~p_ (ql)) l -4ainterch.(C3) I-4 -~- (LPS)~ e_ <q2))t-4, (LPS)(p_ <qg)t-4, (LPS)~p_ fqt)h-4 (16) 
where 
(i) the subscripts 1-4 assigned to each of the three intersection sets refer to each 
of the four triquinacylene units. 
(ii) the superscripts 1-4 assigned to each of the interchange sets, refer to each of the 
four three-fold axes of proper rotation located through quadrants I-IV. 
Each interchange set is a subset of the LPS of each of the triquinacylene units. The corres- 
ponding groups of symmetry operations represent the local site-intersite interchange point groups 
(GI~I sit~n~it~in~h.) and are subgroups of the LPS of the triquinacylene units. The LPS for each 
of the triquinacylene units is obtained by taking the union of all its subsets which are the 
intersection sets and the corresponding interchange set 
(LP~)(A = triquir~a¢y~ene)~-4  {gF -  I(LP~)(HC-<-(CH)3)p n (LP~)(->CH-HC~qg -4 U g~S~nt~r¢h.(C3~-4~ (17a) 
which reduces to 
(LPS)~ = {g=i'~j [(LPS)~p_q,~n U ~}S, nterch.(C3)". (17b) 
Equations (17a, b) express the contributions of the LPS of the trimethine-methine and dimethine 
units to the local symmetry point sets of the triquinacylene units. The corresponding groups of 
symmetry operations constitute the LPG of the triquinacylene units. The local symmetry point sets 
of the trimethine-methine, dimethine and triquinacylene units as well as the intersection and 
interchange sets are shown in Table 2. 
The local site-intersite, local site-intersite interchange and LPG of the triquinacylene units are 
shown in Table 3. 
2. Construction of the LPS of the peristylylene units from the LPS of the trimethine-methine and 
dimethine units. For each of the B = peristylylene units, there are three intersection sets between 
the local symmetry point sets of diametrically opposite trimethine-methine and dimethine units 
(LPS)(trimethine--methine)sl_3 ~ (LPS)(d/methine)tt_3 = (LPS)<~_,)t_~ = Sintersec .. (18) 
Each of the three intersection sets is a subset of the LPS of the peristylylene unit. The corres- 
ponding groups of symmetry operations constitute the local site-intersite symmetry point groups 
(Gl~t ~it~t~it~) which are subgroups of the LPG of the peristylylene unit. 
The symmetry element of each of the three intersection sets as well as the contributing 
trimethine-methine, dimethine units are equivalently interchanged through the operational effect 
of each of the four three-fold axes of proper rotation, each an element of the corresponding 
interchange set according to: 
(LPS)tt~_ 00,_4Si~t~h.(C3) j-4 = (LPS)<~_ ,)2)H, (LPS)t<~_ ,9,-4, (LPS)~t,_ ,),),-4, (19) 
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where 
(i) the subscripts 1-4 assigned to each of the three intersection sets refer to each 
of the four peristylylene units; 
(ii) the superscripts I-4 assigned to each of the interchange s ts, refer to each of the 
four three-fold axes of proper rotation located through quadrants I-IV. 
Each interchange set is a subset of the LPS of each of the peristylylene units. The corres- 
ponding roups of symmetry operations represent the local site-intersite interchange point groups 
(Gloeal site--intersite nterch.) and are subgroups of the LPG of the peristylylene units. THe LPS for each 
of the peristylylene units is obtained by taking the union of all its subsets which are the intersection 
sets and the corresponding interchange set 
(LP~)(B=p~nst~,lene~.-~ = Ig= ]1[(LPS)(n~cH)3), ~ (LP~)(~cH-ric~.].~4 ~ g}~interch.(C3).-` ~ (20a) 
which reduces to 
(LPS)n = {g=Ilt [(LPS)(~ _ %]. U g}Sintereh.(C3)". (20b) 
Equations (20a, b) express the contributions of the LPS of the trimethine--methine a d dimethine 
units to the LPS of the peristylylene units. The corresponding groups of symmetry oper- 
ations constitute the LPG of the peristylylene units. The LPS of the trimethine--methine, 
dimethine and peristylylene units as well as the intersection and interchange sets are shown in 
Table 2. 
The local site--intersite, local site-intersite interchange and LPG of the peristylylene units are 
shown in Table 3. 
Having constructed the LPS of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units from the LPS of the 
trimethine--methine a d dimethine units, the MPS can now be expressed in terms of the LPS of 
the latter units. 
Substituting the results expressed by equations (17a) and (20a) in equation (14a) we obtain, 
MPS = { ~ [ ( {g~_ , [(LPS)(nc~cn)gr n (LPS)(->cn-Hc~)o,] U g} Sinte~h,( C3)") 
N ({,O,[(LPS)(r~c~cH)3)s, N(LPS)(->cH_~c~),]Ue}Si,t~h.(C3)")]U,}Si.t~rch.(D2), (21a) 
which reduces to 
) 
and since (R U T) N (P U T) = (R N P) U T equation (21b) reduces to 
MPS = [ (I= ,[ {g=~ [ (LPS)(p_q,, N (LPS)o_ o, J U,)Si~t~,~h.(C,)"]U.}Si.tc,~h.(Dz). (21c) 
Equations (2 l a-e) express the contributions of the local symmetry point sets of the trimethine- 
methine and dimethine units to the molecular symmetry point set via the local symmetry point sets 
of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units. 
Construction f the MPS from the LPS of the methine and dimethine units 
In order to express the MPS in terms of the LPS of the methine and dimethine units, the LPS 
of the trimethine--methine u it must be formalized. 
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Construction f the LPS of the trimethine-methine u itfrom the LPS of the methine units 
For each trimethine-methine u it, there are three intersection sets between the LPS of the central 
methine and each of the three adjacent methine units according to: 
(LPS)(~cm central f') (LPS)(~cm ~dj~ce~t,,2.3 = (LPS)(¢_ (al,a2,a3)) = Sillters(~., (22) 
Each of three intersection sets is a subset of the LPS of the trimethine-methine unit. The 
corresponding groups of symmetry operations constitute the local site symmetry point groups 
(G~o~t to) which are subgroups of the LPG of the trimethine-methine unit. 
The symmetry element of each of the three intersection sets as well as the contributing 
methine/methine unit pairs are equivalently interchanged through the operational effect of the 
three-fold axis of proper rotation an element of the interchange s t, 
(LPS)(c_ ,,0 Sinto~,.(C3) = (LPS)(c_ ~z), (LPS)(~_ ~), (LPS)(~_ a0. (23) 
The interchange s t is a subset of the LPS of the trimethine--methine u it. The corresponding group 
of symmetry operations represent the local site interchange point group (Glocalsite) which is a 
subgroup of the LPG of the trimethine--methine u it. 
As in the previous cases, the LPS of the trimethine-methine u it is obtained by taking the union 
of all its subsets which are the intersection sets and interchange s t, 
(LPS)(nc~cm3) = {h=['I I(LPS)(~cm~ f) (LPS)(~cn)ah ] Uh} Si,~,rch.( C3), (24a) 
(LPS)(r~c~cr~)3) = {h =I~1 (LPS)(c_ ah) U h}S~,t,~.(C3). (24b) 
Equations (24a, b) express the contributions of the LPS of the methine unit pairs to the local 
symmetry point set of the trimethine-methine unit. The corresponding group of symmetry 
operations constitute the LPG of the trimethine-methine u it. 
The LPS of the methine, trimethine-methine units as well as the intersection and interchange 
sets are shown in Table 2. 
The local site, local site interchange and LPG of the trimethine-methine unit are shown in 
Table 3. 
Having constructed the LPS of the trimethine-methine unit from the LPS the methine units, 
the MPS can be expressed in terms of the LPS of the methine and dimethine units. 
Substituting in equation (21a) for the LPS of the trimethine--methine units using the result 
expressed by equation (24a) we obtain 
MPS={n=l[({g~l[({h=l[(LPS)(-'>CH'cf~(LPS)('->'CH)ah]Pf~h}Sitlterch(C3)P ) 
n ( LP~)(->cH-H~`~)q~ n U g } Sinter~a. ( C3)n) N ( { hr-~ I ( { k =I-~ I (L~)(<-cH)c N (LP~)(->cH)ah ~sg ~.~  }
Sinterch.(C3)sg)N (LPS)e_>CH__HC~),,], Ug} Si.terch.(C3)')] U n}Sinterch.(D2). (25a) 
Equation (25a) expresses the contributions of the LPS of the methine and dimethine units to 
the MPS. These contributions are through the contributions of the LPS of the trimethine- 
methine/dimethine unit pairs and their contributions through the LPS of the triquinacylene/ 
peristylylene unit pairs. Equation (25a) will not be further educed in order to preserve the pattern 
of the symmetry contributions of the methine and dimethine units. 
The MPS of hexadecahedrane has thus been constructed from the LPS of the constituent methine 
and dimethine units. 
CAMWA 17-I13--Y 
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE LPG TO THE MPG OF HEXADECAHEDRANE 
The contributions of the LPS to the MPS, in turn determine the contributions of the LPG to 
the MPG of hexadecahedrane. 
The contributions of the LPG of the methine and dimethine units to the MPG is through three 
stages. 
1. The relation of the local site symmetry point group to the LPG of the trimethine-methine 
units through the local site interchange point group. 
2. The relation of the local site-intersite symmetry point group to the LPG of the triquin- 
acylene and peristylylene units through the local site--intersite interchange point group. 
3. The relation of the molecular site-intersite symmetry point group to the MPG of 
hexadecahedrane through the molecular site-intersite interchange point group. 
Furthermore, since groups can be factored into the corresponding subgroups, the point group 
can be expressed as the dot (direct, semi-direct, weak direct) product of the interchange and site 
symmetry subgroups [20, 27-29] according to 
G = Ginterda. " Gsite (26) 
which yields for: 
1. The trimethine-methine units 
LPG(ac(cH)3) = Gloeat site interch. " Gloat site 
= Ca A Cs = C3~. 
2. The triquinacylene and peristylylene units 
LPG~uc~cH)9~Hccm3 = Glo~l site--intersite intoreh " Gloeal site-intersite. 
= 6'3 A Cs = C3~ = LPG<Hc~cn)93~HccH)3 
3. The hexadecahedrane molecule 
(27) 
(28) 
MPG(c28n28) = amolec,  site-intersite intereh. " Gmolee siteqntersite. 
= D: A C30 = Td. (29) 
Combining equations (27) and (29), the MPG can be expressed as the semi-direct product 
of its subgroups, 
MPG = Gmole¢. siteqntersite interch. " Glo¢,l site intereh. 'GIo~l site 
= D 2 A C3 A Cs = Td. (30) 
While combining equations (28) and (29), the MPG can also be expressed as 
MPG = Gmolec. site--intersite intereh. " Glocat site-intersite in~reh. " Gloeal siteqntersite 
= D2A C~ A Cs = Td (31) 
The subgroup roduct structure is the same in equations (30) and (31), but the labelling 
of the subgroups is different depending upon the contributing units. 
The above breakdown of the LPG and MPG (C3~, Td) into the corresponding subgroup roducts 
(equations (27-29)) coincides with the previously expressed subgroup roducts [20, 27-29]. 
It should be noted that: 
1. The local site symmetry point group is the group of symmetry operations common to the 
symmetry operations of the LPG of the methine/methine unit pairs. It is a subgroup of 
the LPG of the methine units as well as of the trimethine-methine units. 
2. The local site--intersite symmetry point group is the group of symmetry operations common 
to the symmetry operations of the LPG of the trimethine-methine/dimethine unit pairs. 
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It is a subgroup of the corresponding LPG as well as a subgroup of the local symmetry 
point of the triquinaeylene and peristylylene units. 
3. The molecular site--intersite symmetry point group is the group of symmetry operations 
common to the symmetry operations of the LPG of the triquinacylene/peristylylene unit 
pairs. It is identical to the corresponding LPG and is a subgroup of the MPG. 
The proposed set theoretic formalisms which account for the molecular and local symmetry point 
sets indicate the following: 
1. Contributions of: 
via 
to 
2. Contributions of: 
via 
to 
3. Contributions of: 
via 
to 
LPGo,~. i ,~ 0 = C~, 
LPGtperimlytene) = C3v 
Gmolec. ~tc-intenite = C3v, 
Groom. mte4nemte int~rch. ~ D2 
MPG(hexadecahedrane ) ----Td .  
LPGttamethine-methine) = C3v 
LPGtdimethine) = Czo 
Glocal site--intersite ~ Cj  ) 
Glocal site--intenite interch. ~ C3 
LPGo,iq~i.~,~) = LPG(~stylylcne) = C3~. 
LPG(m~t~) --- C3~ 
Gioot l  site ~--- Ca 
Glocal site interch. ~--" C3  
Ll~(trimethine_.methine) ----- C3v. 
The above outline gives the contributions of the various LPG. 
The contributions of the LPG to the MPG cannot be determined reliably without the 
determination of the underlying contributions of the LPS to the MPS through the use of the set 
theoretic formalism. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the present study, the molecular coordinate symmetry of hexadecahedrane has been accounted 
in terms of the symmetry contributions of the constituent units. 
The previously proposed set theoretic formalism which accounted for the molecular coordinate 
symmetry for the conformations of the lower cycloalkanes [25] which belong to the non-cubic 
symmetry point sets and point groups is also applicable to hexadecahedrane. In this case, the 
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proposed formalism is applied three times in succession. It is applied first, in determining the 
symmetry contributions of the triquinacylene/peristylylene unit pairs to the MPS. Second, in 
determining the symmetry contributions of the trimethine-methine/dimethine unit pairs to the local 
symmetry point sets of the triquinacylene and peristylylene units. Third, in determining the 
symmetry contributions of the methine unit pairs to the local symmetry point set of the 
trimethine-methine units. The sum total of these three consecutive applications of the formalism 
results in the determination of the symmetry contributions of the methine and dimethine units to 
the molecular symmetry point set. 
The construction of the symmetry point sets PS(Td) and PS(Csv) from all or any one of the 
generator sets Sg(Td) and Ss(C3v ) has been effected. This construction is important since it forms 
the basis for the selection of contributing unit structures and for the construction of the set theoretic 
formalims which accounts for the molecular coordinate symmetry. Therefore, the set theoretic 
analysis of hexadecahedrane is also applicable to structurally more complex or simpler molecules 
as methane, tetrahedrane, octahedrane (truncated tetrahedrane) and adamantane which also 
belong to the tetrahedral symmetry point set PS(Td) and point group PG(Td). The comparative 
differences reside in the nature of the (A/B) unit pairs, which in turn determine subsequent 
applications of the formalism. The importance of the generator set and its relation to the symmetry 
point set must bc noted. 
Furthermore, the proposed set theoretic formalism accounts for the origin of local site, local 
site-intersite and molecular site-intersite symmetry point groups and their relation to the LPG of 
the trimethine-methine, triquinacylene, peristylylene units and to the molecular symmetry point 
group through the corresponding interchange point groups. This set theoretic approach to the 
symmetry analysis of hexadecahedrane provides an accounting and consequently an understanding 
of the molecular coordinate symmetry through a hierarchy of well defined steps. This analysis yields 
a method for the selection of units and combinations of units which contribute to the molecular 
coordinate symmetry and provides in addition an illustration of the pattern of these contributions. 
The proposed set theoretic formalism simply states that the symmetry shared by the parts and 
the symmetry responsible for the equivalent interchanges of the shared symmetry, constitute the 
symmetry of the whole. 
The analysis of hexadecahedrane has provided an illustration and a formalization of repeated 
symmetries within symmetries through the fundamental language of set theory. 
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